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Abstract
In this paper, a quantitative analysis of concentration distribution in non-evaporative diesel
spray with Laser Induced Fluorescence method （LIF）is reported. It is well known that
changes in fuel injection and ambient conditions have a significant effect on spray
characteristics. Although many studies have been conducted on the characteristics of diesel
sprays, little is known about the effect of fuel injection and ambient conditions on the dispersion
of liquid phase concentration. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effects of injection
and ambient conditions on mixture formation through quantitative analysis of liquid phase
concentration distribution in non-evaporating spray. The cross-sectional mass flow of the fuel
was obtained using the momentum theory from the measured concentration distribution of the
liquid phase using the laser-induced fluorescence method. The relationship between the
fluorescence intensity and the liquid phase concentration was estimated using these data. As
a result, quantitative spatial distribution of the liquid phase concentration was obtained, and
the effects of injection and ambient conditions on the dispersion of the liquid phase
concentration were evaluated.
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Introduction
In diesel engines, the breakup and dispersion processes caused by fuel injection are important
factors in mixture formation and have a significant effect on the combustion characteristics.
Therefore, it is very important to understand the effects of fuel injection conditions and ambient
conditions on the air-fuel mixture formation process in order to improve thermal efficiency and
reduce harmful emissions through the improvement of combustion characteristics. In order to
simultaneously improve the thermal efficiency and reduce harmful emissions of diesel engines,
it is necessary to achieve rapid combustion during the late stage of combustion by activating
diffusion combustion. To achieve rapid combustion, high-pressure fuel injection and
optimization of the number of nozzle holes are used to accelerate the mixing of fuel, air and
combustion gas [1]. It is known that increasing the fuel injection pressure and reducing the
diameter of the nozzle holes promotes atomization and evaporation of the fuel spray and
dilutes the mixture [2][3]. However, due to the difficulty of quantitatively measuring the spatial
distribution of liquid phase concentration, detailed knowledge of the effects of fuel injection
pressure and ambient density on the mixture formation process has not been obtained. Laserinduced fluorescence was used to obtain information on the liquid-phase concentration
distribution in diesel sprays, and the relationship between fluorescence intensity and liquidphase concentration was estimated. These results were applied to diesel sprays under
different fuel injection pressures and ambient density to obtain quantitative spatial distribution
of liquid phase concentration. The effects of fuel injection pressure and ambient density on
the dispersion of the concentration distribution were investigated.
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Experimental Conditions and Optical System
In this study, laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) method was used, in which a laser sheet was
incident on a cross section of a fuel spray containing a fluorescent tracer mixed, and
fluorescence from the fluorescent tracer was captured from a direction perpendicular to the
incident light. The test fuel was mixed with 93 vol% n-tridecane and 7 vol% tetralin as the
fluorescent tracer [4]. The fluorescence characteristics of the fuel mixed with n-tridecane and
tetralin were measured using a spectrometer (Hamamatsu Photonics: C8808 01 PMA 11) at
an incident wavelength of 266 nm, and the transmission characteristics of the bandpass filter
used for fluorescence spectroscopy are shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the optical system
used in the spray measurement experiment. The light source was Nd:YAG laser (Quantel Qsmart850 λ= 266 nm). The beam passes through a pinhole, is reflected by a dichroic mirror,
and is irradiated as a sheet by two cylindrical lenses. A band-pass filter, an image intensifier
(Hamamatsu Photonics: C4078-01), and a CCD camera (Hamamatsu Photonics: ORCA-R2)
were installed at orthogonal positions. The energy transmitted through the dichroic mirror was
measured to correct for the variation in pulse energy. The laser sheet light was assumed to
have a Gaussian intensity distribution, and the captured images were corrected. The
experimental conditions are shown in Table 1. The fuel injection nozzle was a single-hole
nozzle with the injection direction straight down. The injection period was set to be sufficiently
long, and the shooting timing was set to 2.0 ms from the start of injection so that the injection
rate and the spray in the visible region would be in a quasi-steady state. The fuel injection

Figure 1.

Fluorescence spectra of nC13 and
Tetralin (93:7 vol%) under 266nm
excitation and transmission curve for
filter.

Figure 2. Optical system for simultaneous
measurement of fluorescence from
the spray using bandpass filters.

Table 1. Experimental Conditions

Test Fuel [vol%]
Test nozzle
Nozzle configuration l/d [-]
Injection Pressure ΔPinj [MPa]
Injection Duration tinj [ms]
Ambient Gas
Ambient pressure Pa [MPa]
Ambient density ρa [kg/m 3]
Ambient Temperature Ta [K]

nC13:93 vol% ,Tetralin:7 vol%
Single hole nozzle (1-Φ
6.5
100, 120, 140, 160
5.0
N2
1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5
11.2, 16.8, 22.5, 28.1
293
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pressure ΔPinj was set to four conditions based on 140 MPa, and the ambient density ρa was
set to four conditions based on 16.8 kg/m3. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the
injection rate measured by Bosch injection rate measurement method and the laser shooting
timing.
Quantitative Analysis Method for Liquid-Phase Concentration
The relationship between the incident light intensity and the fluorescence intensity, ignoring
the attenuation of the incident light due to scattering and absorption by the droplet, is generally
given by Equation (1), while the quantum yield is given by Equation (2).
𝐹 = 𝐾𝐼𝑖 𝑉𝐶𝐵∅
∅ =

kf
kf +kQ1 +kｉｓｃ

(1)
(2)

Where F is the fluorescence intensity, K is the optical constant, Ii is incident laser light intensity,
V is the volume, B is the transition probability to the excited state, C is liquid phase
concentration, Φ is the quantum yield, kf is the rate of fluorescence emission, kQ1 is the rate
of radiation-free transition and intramolecular vibrational conversion, and kisc is the rate of interterm crossing to the triplet. It has been confirmed in experiments with single droplets that the
fluorescence intensity is proportional to the droplet mass, and the relationship is applicable to
spray fields as well [5][6]. However, the thickness of the laser sheet light is about 0.4 mm,
which is larger than the diameter of the nozzle diameter, and it is said that there is an effect of
multiple scattering in the area with high number density up to about 10 mm from the nozzle
diameter. It is also known that the fluorescence intensity is temperature and pressure
dependent. In this study, the initial temperatures of the fuel and the ambient fluid are set to be
constant, and the effects of evaporation are negligible, so there is no temperature distribution
in the field to be measured, and the pressure distribution is considered to be uniform.
Therefore, Equation (3), which simplifies Equation (1) and sets K' as the proportionality
constant between the fluorescence intensity and the liquid phase concentration, is used.

F = K'C

(3)

In this quantitative analysis, the mass flow rate of the fuel in the cross section perpendicular
to the spray axis is used. Therefore, the velocity distribution on the cross section including the
central axis of the spray to be measured is necessary. Since the spatial distribution of velocity

Figure 3. Relation between rate of injection profiles and laser firing time with different injection pressures.
The laser shooting time is 2.0 ms after the start of injection so that the injection rate and the spray
in the visible region become quasi-steady state.
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was not measured directly, it was estimated from the relationship between concentration and
velocity using momentum theory. The relationship between the test volume and the volumes
of fuel and ambient gas is shown in Equation (4). The relationship between the test volume
and the volumes of fuel and ambient gas is expressed in Equation (4), and the relationship in
Equation (5) is given by momentum theory [7].
𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝑉𝑎 + 𝑉𝑓 =

𝑚𝑎
𝜌𝑎

+

𝑚𝑓

(4)

𝜌𝑓

𝑀𝑓 𝑣0 = (𝑀𝑓 + 𝑀𝑎 )𝑣

(5)

where Vcell: test volume [m3], Va: volume of ambient gas in the test volume [m3], Vf: volume of
fuel in the test volume [m3], ma: mass of ambient gas in the test volume [kg], mf: mass of fuel
in the test volume [kg], ρa: ambient density [kg/m3], ρf: fuel density [kg/m3], Mf: initial mass of
the spray element [kg], Ma: mass of ambient gas entrained in the spray element [kg], v0: initial
injection velocity of the spray element [m/s], v: spray axial velocity of the spray element mixture
[m/s]. By taking the air-fuel ratio from Equation (5), the relationship between the concentration
C [kg/ m3] and the velocity v [m/s] is given, and from Equations (3) and (4), the relationship in
Equation (6) is obtained [8].
𝐾′
𝐹

𝜌𝑎 (

−

1
)
𝜌𝑓

=

𝑣0
𝑣

−1

(6)

The injection velocity v0 [m/s] was obtained from the theoretical injection velocity calculated
from the Bernoulli Equation multiplied by the average value of the discharge coefficient
measured by the Bosch injection rate measurement method under quasi-steady state
conditions. The mass flow rate of the fuel in the cross section perpendicular to the spray axis
is calculated from Equation (7) by assuming that the spray is axisymmetric with the spray axis
as the central axis. The relationship with the measured fluorescence intensity is given by
Equation (8).
𝑟=∞

𝑚𝑓̇ = ∫𝑟=0 2𝜋𝑟 ∙ 𝐶 ∙ 𝑣𝑑𝑟

(7)
2∆𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑗

𝑟=∞

𝑚𝑓̇ = ∫𝑟=0 2𝜋𝑟 ∙

𝐶𝑑 √

𝜌

𝑓
𝐹
∙
𝑑𝑟
𝐾′ 1+𝜌 (𝐾′ − 1 )
𝑎
𝐹

(8)

𝜌𝑓

where 𝑚𝑓̇ : mass flow rate of fuel in the cross section perpendicular to the spray axis [kg/s],
Cd: discharge coefficient [-]. Assuming that the mass flow rate of the fuel in the cross-section
perpendicular to the spray axis is the same as the injection rate, the proportionality constant
K' between the fluorescence intensity and the liquid concentration in each cross-section is
obtained by substituting the measured injection rate into the left-hand side of Equation (8).
Assuming that the mass flow rate of the fuel in the cross-section perpendicular to the spray
axis is the same as the injection rate, the proportionality constant K' between the fluorescence
intensity and the liquid concentration in each cross-section is obtained by substituting the
measured injection rate into the left-hand side of Equation (8). Although K' has a distribution
in the spray axial distance due to the thickness of the laser sheet and the effect of multiple
scattering [2], it is a constant value with fluctuations in the range where the method can be
applied. Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of K' with distance from the nozzle tip along
the spray axis for different fuel injection pressures, and Figure 5 shows the spatial distribution
of K' for different ambient densities. The position where the spray spreads sufficiently and is
no longer affected by the thickness of the laser sheet light corresponds to the axial distance
of about 5 mm from the nozzle tip. The effect of multiple scattering decreases as the spray
axial distance from the nozzle tip increases, and the effect is negligible above about 20 mm.
Therefore, the liquid phase concentration distribution was calculated from the fluorescence
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intensity distribution of the captured images using the average value of K' from the nozzle tip
to the spray axial distance of 20 mm.

Figure 4. Spatial distribution of K' with distance from the nozzle tip along the spray axis for different fuel injection
pressures.

Figure 5. Spatial distribution of K' with distance from the nozzle tip along the spray axis for different ambient
densities.

Distribution Characteristics of Liquid-Phase Concentration
The distribution of liquid-phase concentration at different fuel injection pressures and ambient
densities are shown in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b), respectively. In addition to the liquidphase concentration, equivalent ratio, which were calculated using air as the ambient gas, are
also indicated. In all fuel injection pressures and ambient density conditions, the dense liquid
phase in the center of the spray near the nozzle dispersed radially as the distance from the
nozzle tip increased, forming a low-density region around the center of the spray. Figure 7
shows the radial equivalent ratio distribution in the cross section perpendicular to the spray
axis at the position where the distance from the nozzle is 200 times the hole diameter (z=26.6
mm) with changing the fuel injection pressure. Increasing the fuel injection pressure had little
effect on the spray spread and concentration distribution. Although increasing the fuel injection
pressure increased the injection rate, the liquid phase concentration remained relatively
similar due to the increase in the amount of air entrainment. Figure 8 shows the radial
equivalent ratio distribution in the cross section perpendicular to the spray axis at the position
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where the distance from the nozzle is 200 times the hole diameter (z=26.6 mm) with changing
the ambient densities. The spray image shows that the spray spreads as the ambient density
increases. In addition, as the ambient density increases, the equivalence ratio decreases at
the same concentration, resulting in a large decrease in the equivalence ratio in the spray.

P

P

P

P

P

Figure 6. Distribution of liquid-phase concentration at different fuel injection pressures and ambient
densities after start of injection 2.0 ms. (a) Changing ΔPinj (ρa=16.8 kg/m3), (b) Changing ρa (ΔPinj
=140MPa) (Φd = 0.133mm, Ta=293K)
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Figure 7. Radial equivalent ratio distribution in the cross section perpendicular to the spray axis at the position
where the distance from the nozzle is 200 times the hole diameter (z=26.6 mm) with changing the
fuel injection pressure. (ρa=16.8 kg/m3, Φd = 0.133 mm, Ta=293 K)

Figure 8. Radial equivalent ratio distribution in the cross section perpendicular to the spray axis at the position
where the distance from the nozzle is 200 times the hole diameter (z=26.6 mm) with changing the
ambient densities. (ΔPinj =140MPa, Φd = 0.133 mm, Ta=293 K)

Conclusions
In this paper, a quantitative analysis method of liquid-phase concentration distribution is
proposed by applying the laser-induced fluorescence method to a non-evaporating diesel
spray. The method was used to analyse the spray under different fuel injection pressures and
ambient densities. As a result, it was found that the effect of the fuel injection pressure on the
concentration distribution was small, but the spray spreads and the equivalent ratio became
decrease with the increase of the ambient density.
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Nomenclature
C
Liquid phase concentration [mol/m3]
ca
Specific heat of the ambient gas [J/(kg・K)]
cfv
Specific heat of the gaseous fuel [J/(kg・K)]
cfl
Specific heat of liquid fuel [J/(kg・K)]
F
Fluorescence intensity [a.u.]
K
Optical constant [a.u.]
’
proportionality constant [a.u.]
Ii
Incident laser light intensity [mJ]
Ma
Mass of ambient gas entrained in the spray element [kg]
Mf
Initial mass of the spray element [kg]
𝑚̇𝑓
Mass flow rate of fuel in the cross section perpendicular to the spray axis [kg/s]
Ii
Incident laser light intensity [mJ]
𝑞̇
Injection rate [mg/ms]
v0
Initial injection velocity of the spray element [m/s]
v
Spray axial velocity of the spray element mixture [m/s]
Va
Volume of ambient gas in the test volume [m3]
Vcell
Test volume [m3]
Vf
Volume of fuel in the test volume [m3]
Ii
Volume of ambient gas in the test volume [m3]
ρa
Density of the ambient gas [kg/m3]
ρf
Density of the fuel [kg/m3]
τ
Transmittance [-]
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